
Lecture 2:
Visual representation



Overview of the course

• Theory driven approaches to HCI
• Design of visual displays
• Goal-oriented interaction
• Designing smart systems
• Designing efficient systems
• Designing meaningful systems (guest lecturer)
• Evaluating interactive system designs
• Designing complex systems



Why talk about visual design?

Visual design questions are often where discussions about HCI start

“What colour should this be?”

“Should it be 5 pixels or 7?”

“Will this work for colour blind people?”

These conversations are a lot more complicated than they seem... 



The range of visual representations

(See: “Visual representation” in “The Encyclopedia of Human Computer Interaction, 2nd Ed for a detailed narrative)



TYPOGRAPHY AND TEXT











MAPS AND GRAPHS



The EDSAC UI (1950s)



William Playfair (1795)



SAGE air defense (1960s)



Mappa Mundi (1300s)



Bertin’s Semiologie Graphique (1969)



SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS



Sutherland’s Sketchpad (1963)



The London Underground Map (1920)



Henry Beck’s London Underground Diagram (1931)





NODE-AND-LINK DIAGRAMS





The future of “no-code / low-code”? Java Studio (1995)



ICONS AND SYMBOLS





VISUAL METAPHOR







PICTURES











Theories of visual design



Graphic Resources Correspondence Design Uses

Marks Shape

Orientation

Size

Texture

Saturation

Colour

Line

Literal (visual imitation of physical features)

Mapping (quantity, relative scale)

Conventional (arbitrary)

Mark position, identify category (shape, texture 

colour)

Indicate direction (orientation, line)

Express magnitude (saturation, size, length)

Simple symbols and colour codes

Symbols Geometric elements

Letter forms

Logos and icons

Picture elements

Connective elements

Topological (linking)

Depictive (pictorial conventions)

Figurative (metonym, visual puns)

Connotative (professional and cultural 

association)

Acquired (specialist literacies)

Texts and symbolic calculi

Diagram elements

Branding

Visual rhetoric

Definition of regions

Regions Alignment grids

Borders and frames

Area fills

White space

Gestalt integration

Containment

Separation

Framing (composition, photography)

Layering

Identifying shared membership

Segregating or nesting multiple surface 

conventions in panels

Accommodating labels, captions or legends

Surfaces The plane

Material object on which the marks are imposed 

(paper, stone)

Mounting, orientation and display context

Display medium

Literal (map)

Euclidean (scale and angle)

Metrical (quantitative axes)

Juxtaposed or ordered (regions, catalogues)

Image-schematic

Embodied/situated

Typographic layouts

Graphs and charts

Relational diagrams

Visual interfaces

Secondary notations

Signs and displays



- Analyse a design using this taxonomy

(e.g. Uses connotative correspondence)

- Determine if the uses are appropriate

(e.g. do people think that blue is ‘off’ or ‘cold’?)

Cases where the visual analysis implies one connection 
but the operation implies another will create substantial 
usability problems

Use 1: Usability analysis



Use 1: Usability analysis



Mapping, Categorical: Off, cold, warm, hot

Mapping, Magnitude, Colder -> Warmer

Use 1: Usability analysis



Mapping, Categorical: Off, cold, warm, hot

Mapping, Magnitude, Colder -> Warmer

Mapping, Direction(!!!), Colder -> Warmer

Use 1: Usability analysis



Use 2: Generating divergent designs

Cone.ByPointsRadii

startRadius

endRadius7

2.5

Cone.ByPointsRadii

startRadius(🐔)

endRadius (🦔)

🐔=2.5

🦔 =2.5

- Topological linking

            => 

- Arbitrary 
conventional 



Use 3: Design systems

(https://material.io)



Analysing visual representation in a UI

Look more carefully at familiar things …



Analysing visual representation in a UI

Shaded regions define separate functional contexts

White foreground 
region for user’s 
“WYSIWYG” content

Shaded region 
groups all 

controls



Analysing visual representation in a UI

Coordinate space for quantitative calculation of grid layout



Analysing visual representation in a UI

Blue coloured border: 
1. Corporate identity 
(cf IBM)
2. Context within 
Office suite - Excel 
docs have green 
borders, PPT are 
orange.



Analysing visual representation in a UI

How do we read these?

Difficult standards:
When the designer’s mental 
model differs from the user’s 
mental model

= ?



The programming analogy challenge 2023:
text editors



The programming analogy challenge 2023:
text editors



The programming analogy challenge 2023:
text editors



The programming analogy challenge 2023:
text editors


